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ABSTRACT
The incidence of a host galaxy in aperture photometry of active galactic nuclei is studied by means of

actual and simulated CCD observations. Our goal is to evaluate the importance of spurious variations,
introduced by seeing Ñuctuations during the observations, in the di†erential light curves used to study
optical microvariability. Repeated CCD observations during two consecutive nights were used to obtain
time-resolved aperture photometry for the BL Lac object PKS 2316[423, which is located at the center
of a conspicuous elliptical galaxy, and for several Ðeld stars. The blazar seems to be variable according
to standard variability criteria ; however we show that the observed di†erential magnitude variations are
strongly correlated with seeing Ñuctuations during the nights. Moreover, another galaxy within the same
CCD Ðeld shows nearly identical variations, clearly indicating that such variations are artifacts of the
aperture photometry. Simulated observations of quasars within host galaxies of di†erent morphologies
and spanning a wide range of luminosities were also used to evaluate the e†ects of changing seeing con-
ditions. The results show that spurious di†erential magnitude variations due to seeing Ñuctuations are
larger for active nuclei within brighter hosts, particularly when small photometric apertures (about the
seeing FWHM in radius) are used. According to our results, several recommendations are given to future
observers.
Key words : galaxies : photometry È quasars : individual (PKS 2316[423)

1. INTRODUCTION

CCD-based di†erential photometric observations of
rapid variability over timescales of signiÐcantly less than a
day in the optical emission of active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
are a powerful tool for probing the innermost regions of
these objects. The existence of such luminosity changes,
usually known as ““ microvariability,ÏÏ was established in the
late 1980s and early 1990s by means of detailed obser-
vations made by Miller, Carini, & Goodrich (1989), Carini,
Miller, & Goodrich (1990), Carini et al. (1991, 1992), and
others. Most radio-loud quasars and blazars appear to
display high duty cycles of microvariability with amplitudes
up to several tenths of a magnitude within a single night
(e.g., Miller & Noble 1996 and references therein). Radio-
quiet quasars seem to present a lower level of activity (e.g.,
Gopal-Krishna, Sagar, & Wiita 1993a ; Gopal-Krishna,
Wiita, & Altieri 1993b ; Gopal-Krishna, Sagar, & Wiita
1995 ; Sagar, Gopal-Krishna, & Wiita 1996 ; Rabette et al.
1998).

The origin of the microvariability phenomenon is still
unknown. Models involving shock propagation through
relativistic jets (e.g., Marscher, Gear, & Travis 1992) and
accretion disk instabilities or perturbations (e.g., Mangalam
& Wiita 1993 ; Chakrabarti & Wiita 1993) are usually
invoked. Large-sample monitoring programs of both radio-
loud and radio-quiet objects could contribute with valuable
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information to solve the problem of where and how the
microvariations are produced (e.g., Jang & Miller 1995,
1997 ; Romero, Celone, & Combi 1999).

The basic technique used in microvariability obser-
vations of AGNs is CCD N-star photometry (e.g., Howell &
Jacoby 1986 ; Carini et al. 1991). Stars in the same frame
containing the AGN are used for multiple checking. Ideally,
stellar light curves can be used to remove spurious varia-
tions introduced by Ñuctuations in the atmospheric trans-
parency or extinction. The results are generally presented as
di†erential light curves where O is the observedO[C

i
,

magnitude of the object under scrutiny and is the magni-C
itude of a comparison star. Additional curves areC

i
[C

jused to estimate the observational errors.
A possible source of error in observations of this kind is

the presence of an AGN host galaxy. The surface brightness
proÐle of any galaxy will generally not behave like a point
source does when convolved with the seeing point-spread
function (PSF) ; thus intranight Ñuctuations in the seeing
could result in a variable light contribution through the
photometric aperture, producing spurious changes in
brightness that could be mistaken for AGN micro-
variability. This problem has been discussed by Carini et al.
(1991) in connection with their study of AP Librae. These
authors have tested the inÑuence of an extended underlying
galaxy through observations of the active nucleus of the
Seyfert galaxy MCG 8-11-11. They showed that in this par-
ticular case major extrinsic Ñuctuations in the light curves
are removed in the process of di†erential photometry, and
they concluded that ““ any spurious variations that are the
result of seeing and/or transparency changes are small com-
pared to the other sources of error considered and certainly
could not be responsible for the linear trends observed for
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AP Librae.ÏÏ The reader is referred to Carini et al.Ïs paper for
further details.

Since Carini et al. (1991) conducted their study on MCG
8-11-11, most authors just quote their conclusions and do
not take any further precautions against the problem of the
possible galaxy contribution to microvariability obser-
vations. The aim of the present paper is to show that, in
some cases, such a conÐdent attitude is not justiÐed and to
provide some quantitative elements to optimize the results
of microvariability monitoring of AGNs. We think, in the
light of some contradictory claims in microvariability Ðnd-
ings, that this is a worthy task.

We have observed a BL Lac object (PKS 2316[423)
with a signiÐcant galactic component and located in a
cluster of galaxies, in such a way that, for variability control,
we could have di†erent extended objects available within
the same CCD frame in addition to several stars. With these
observations, we proved that spurious e†ects are present
when seeing conditions Ñuctuate and that they cannot be
completely removed by di†erential photometry with stars
alone. We have then made model simulations of varying
observing conditions in order to weight the contributions of
the di†erent parameters involved in the observations.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In ° 2 we provide
information on the studied objects and the observations. In
° 3 we give the results of these observations and demon-
strate the reality of the spurious contributions. Section 4
deals with model simulations of the underlying galactic con-
tribution to microvariability. In ° 5 we discuss the results,
and, Ðnally, in ° 6 we draw our conclusions.

2. OBSERVATIONS

PKS 2316[423 is classiÐed as an X-ray selected BL Lac
object by Padovani & Giommi (1995). At redshift z\ 0.055,
it is associated with the brightest member of the Se� rsic
159-02 (S1111) cluster of galaxies. The AGN elliptical host
galaxy was studied by Crawford & Fabian (1994), who
reported results of optical, ultraviolet, and X-ray obser-
vations, revealing a continuum spectrum with strong non-
thermal contribution from the central source.

We have observed PKS 2316[423 during two consecu-
tive sessions on 1997 September 4 and 5 with the CASLEO
2.15 m telescope located at San Juan, Argentina. The nights
were nonphotometric, with extinction and seeing conditions
Ñuctuating because of thin cirrus. The instrument was
equipped with a liquid-nitrogenÈcooled CCD camera using
a Tek 1024 chip, with a read-out noise of 9.6 electrons and a
gain of 1.98 electrons adu~1. The scale was pixel~1,0A.82
and the Ðeld of view was about 700 pixels, thus correspond-
ing to 9@ on the sky.

Repeated observations, each with an integration time of
120 s, were made through a JohnsonÏs V Ðlter, yielding a
total number of 77 frames containing PKS 2316[423. The
exposure time was Ðxed so that the counts at the central
pixel of the blazar were about 25% below the saturation
limit, well within the linear regime of the chip (nonlinear
behavior only becomes signiÐcant for signals above 98% of
the saturation level). A typical frame is shown in Figure 1,
where we have marked the blazar position (““ BL ÏÏ), as well
as the nearby galaxy MCG [07-47-032 (““ G ÏÏ) located at

FIG. 1.ÈCCD frame showing the Ðeld of PKS 2316[423 (BL), with the galaxy MCG [07-47-032 (G) and starlike objects used for comparison and
control purposes to The image is about 10@ on each side. North is up, and east to the left.(C1 C3).
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FIG. 2.ÈDi†erential light curve for PKS 2316[423 (top) and compari-
son star (bottom).

and three stars and used for control1@.2, (““ C1,ÏÏ ““ C2,ÏÏ ““ C3 ÏÏ)
purposes. Calibration frames (bias and Ñat-Ðeld images)
were taken each night before the observations.

The data reduction was made following standard pro-
cedures with the IRAF software package running on a
Linux computer. All frames were debiased and Ñat-Ðelded
using the normalized dome Ñats. Magnitude measurements
were made relative to nonvariable Ðeld stars with the aper-
ture photometry routine APPHOT, using an eight-pixel
aperture, which is suitable for detecting changes in the
AGN core but excludes galaxy contributions on photo-
metric nights Romero et al. (1999).

Di†erential light curves were produced for the blazar
minus a comparison star and the galaxy minus the same
star, as well as for the comparison minus a control star. This

FIG. 3.ÈSame as Fig. 2, but with di†erent comparison and control
stars.

was made for di†erent stars in order to allow multiple varia-
bility checking of the results (see Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5).

3. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

A quantitative analysis of the results shown in Figures
2È5 can be seen in Table 1, where we list, for PKS
2316[423 and the galaxy MCG [07-47-032, the di†erent
comparison and control stars used, the observational error
p obtained from the standard deviation of the comparison
light curve, the time spanned by the observations, whether
the source classiÐes as variable according to the criterion
described below, and the conÐdence level of the variability
deÐned as , with the standard deviation of theC\p

s
/p p

ssource under study. We adopt here the variability criterion
used by Jang & Miller (1997) and other authors, which

TABLE 1

MICROVARIABILITY RESULTS WITH STARLIKE COMPARISONS AND CONTROLS

Object Comparison Control p *t Variable? C

PKS 2316[423 . . . . . . . . . C1 C3 0.0053 32.6 hs Yes 2.99
PKS 2316[423 . . . . . . . . . C2 C1 0.0043 32.6 hs Yes 3.31
MCG [07-47-032 . . . . . . C1 C3 0.0053 32.6 hs Yes 2.74
MCG [07-47-032 . . . . . . C2 C1 0.0043 32.6 hs Yes 3.02
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FIG. 4.ÈSame as Fig. 2, but for MCG [07-47-032

consists in considering a source variable if C[ 2.6, i.e., if the
conÐdence is at a 99% level.

We see that PKS 2316[423 seems to be variable accord-
ing to this criterion, being well above the Ñuctuations of the
comparison light curves. Interestingly, the nearby galaxy
presents almost exactly the same level of variations, with a
similar light curve, also despite the fact that the comparison
curve is well behaved and supposedly provides a conÐdent
control.

These facts strongly suggest that the observed variations
are a spurious e†ect of the seeing Ñuctuations combined
with the presence of a di†use underlying component that is
absent in the comparison and control stars. We can conÐrm
this by making the di†erential light curve BL minus G, as
shown in Figure 6, and where there is no variability at all :
the e†ects of seeing, which are not removed using star mea-
surements, are banished when a similar extended object is
used in the di†erential photometry.

In Figure 7 we show the FWHM temporal variability,
which, not surprisingly, is very similar to the spurious light
curves. The percentage Ñuctuation of the seeing is about
36%, not very di†erent from what is determined from PKS
2316[423 light curves. This trivial procedure of plotting
the temporal variations in the FWHM constitutes a simple

FIG. 5.ÈSame as Fig. 3, but for MCG [07-47-032

but powerful tool to discriminate whether the brightness
variations are seeing induced or intrinsic to the sources.

It could be argued that the seeing conditions during the
observing nights were too bad and that this e†ect is not
important in most microvariability observations carried out

FIG. 6.ÈDi†erential light curve for PKS 2316[423 minus MCG
[07-47-032. Notice that the spurious variability has been now removed.
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FIG. 7.ÈAtmospheric seeing evolution during the observations

under better weather. In order to ponder this we have made
model simulations of the e†ect, which are described in the
next section.

4. SIMULATED OBSERVATION

The surface brightness proÐle of the galaxy associated
with PKS 2316[423 was measured from a co-added V
frame with an e†ective exposure time of 4560 s. A de Vau-
couleurs (1948) law produced a good Ðt, with an e†ective
surface brightness mag arcsec~1 and an e†ec-k

e(V)
\ 22.05

tive radius (22.8 pixels). The resulting integratedr
e
\ 18A.7

magnitude is mag, i.e., 0.4 mag brighter than theV
G

\ 13.7
value published by de Vaucouleurs et al. (1991). Subtraction
of a model with these parameters yielded a central source
with V \ 16.8 mag, although this value should be taken
with caution because of the uncertainties mag) intro-([0.2
duced by the subtraction procedure.

Taking the Ðt parameters as upper limits, both in surface
brightness and size, a set of artiÐcial images was generated
simulating elliptical (i.e., following an r1@4 proÐle) galaxies
with and as if25.05¹k

e(V)
¹ 22.05, 0A.7 ¹ r

e
¹ 18A.7,

observed with our same instrumental setup and exposure
times. Both round (v\ 0) and Ñattened (v\ 0.5) systems
were considered. Two point sources were added to each
frame, one at the center of the galaxy simulating a V \ 16
mag AGN and the other simulating a comparison star of
the same magnitude at a projected distance of 210 pixels
(D3@), thus far enough so that the contribution from the
galaxy was negligible at its location. Each frame was then
convolved with two-dimensional (round) Gaussian func-
tions of di†erent FWHMs in order to simulate varying
seeing conditions, from FWHM \ 2 to 8 pixels (i.e.,
between and with our scale, thus representing from1A.6 6A.6
normal to fairly bad conditions in many ground-based
observatories). Finally, a constant sky value, photon noise,
and read-out noise were added, matching our observing
conditions and instrumental setup.

A similar set of artiÐcial disk galaxies, following exponen-
tial laws with no bulge components, was also generated.
Their central surface brightnesses ranged from k0(V)

\ 21.2
to mag arcsec~1, with scale lengths betweenk0(V)

\ 23.9
(15 pixels) and (one pixel). Thus, thea \ 12A.3 a \ 0A.82

brightest and largest model corresponds to a normal spiral
(a ^ 4.5 kpc ; e.g., Kent 1985) at 80 Mpc, while models with

lower surface brightnesses and/or smaller sizes account for
intrinsically fainter/smaller galaxies or normal galaxies at
larger distances, a†ected by di†erent amounts of extinction,
cosmological dimming, etc. The same processing as for the
elliptical models (point sources addition, Gaussian convolu-
tion, etc.) was applied to this set of images. Additional
frames with two identical point sources were also generated
and processed likewise to serve as control stars.

Aperture photometry of the simulated AGNs and com-
parison and control stars was done in a similar way as for
the real observations, using a set of apertures with radii
ranging from two pixels to 20 pixels Di†erential(1A.6) (16A.4).
magnitudes (*m) were computed for each case, and the
results are discussed in the following section.

5. DISCUSSION

Figure 8 shows *m (AGN minus comparison star) as a
function of seeing FWHM for some selected models and
di†erent apertures. The integrated magnitudes of the model
galaxies get dimmer from the top to the bottom rows ; plots
on a same row are represented with the same scale, so that
elliptical and spiral models of similar integrated magnitudes
can be directly compared.

Large variations in *m (up to D0.20 mag) against seeing
FWHM are evident for the brightest models when the smal-
lest apertures (two pixels, triangles ; four pixels, crosses) are
employed. Even for very faint galaxies mag, i.e.,(V

G
^ 19.5

approximately 3.5 mag fainter than the simulated AGN;
bottom row) *m varies up to about 0.02 mag within the
whole FWHM range. This is important, since such small
apertures have been used previously in microvariability
studies (e.g., Jang & Miller 1997), following prescriptions
made by Howell (1989). However, HowellÏs optimal data-
extraction techniques, which require the use of aperture
radii approximately matching the point-spread function
FWHM, were explicitly developed for stellar (i.e., perfectly
pointlike) sources, and we show here that meaningful errors
can result when they are applied to an AGN embedded in a
sufficiently bright host galaxy.

This problem is obviously circumvented by enlarging the
photometric aperture. The same Ðgure shows that varia-
tions are signiÐcantly smaller (although nonnegligible for
bright hosts) when using large apertures (e.g., eight pixels,
squares ; or 20 pixels, circles). This e†ect is also observed
when the aperture is increased for the analysis of the real
data of PKS 2316[423. For this source, an aperture of 22
pixels results in a di†erential light curve with a conÐdence
level of C\ 1.14, i.e., with almost the same dispersion as the
comparison light curve. Unfortunately, the inclusion of a
larger contribution from the host galaxy within the aperture
is likely to dilute any intrinsic brightness variation of the
AGN. Additionally, a degradation of the photometric
quality arises from the use of larger apertures ; for instance,
apertures of 22 pixels result in errors that double those
obtained with four pixels for PKS 2316[423. It is worth
mentioning that the eight-pixel aperture corresponds to the
largest FWHM measured during the observing run (see Fig.
7). Average values of about four pixels allow signiÐcant
spurious variations in both observational and simulated
light curves under strongly Ñuctuating seeing conditions.

Although elliptical and disk models of comparable mag-
nitudes show similar behaviors, there is a hint that faint
ellipticals are more a†ected by variations in seeing than
comparably faint disk systems. However, this result could
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FIG. 8.ÈDi†erential magnitudes (AGN minus comparison star) as a function of PSF FWHM for several simulated host galaxies. Values obtained for
round models using four di†erent aperture radii are shown: two pixels (triangles), four pixels (crosses), eight pixels (squares), and 20 pixels (circles). Solid
triangles correspond to Ñattened (v\ 0.5) systems with a two-pixel aperture. Error bars are not shown when smaller than the symbolsÏ size. An arbitrary
vertical o†set was applied to the data points in the two plots on the bottom row.

probably change with the inclusion of a bulge, not contem-
plated in our ““ spiral ÏÏ models. Flattened models show qual-
itatively the same behavior as round ones ; small di†erences
are evident only with the smallest apertures, so we show just
one such case in Figure 8 ( Ðlled triangles in Ðrst panel ).

Our data show that the maximum absolute variation in
*m with seeing decreases both with decreasing e†ective
radii and fainter surface brightnesses of the host galaxies. As
a consequence, there is a strong correlation between the
absolute variation in *m and the integrated magnitudes of
the models. Figure 9 shows the amplitude of the variation in

*m averaged to 1A variation in seeing FWHM as a function
of integrated magnitude both for elliptical (Fig. 9, left)(V

G
),

and disk (or spiral) models (Fig. 9, right). Various aperture
values are coded in the same way as for Figure 8.

It is clear, then, that using small apertures when measur-
ing the magnitude of an AGN embedded in a host galaxy as
bright or brighter than the AGN itself (recall that our simu-
lated AGNs had V \ 16 mag in all cases), will result in
spurious variations in *m amounting to several hundredths
of a magnitude for seeing FWHM changes of 1A or more.
However, noticeable variations are expected even using
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FIG. 9.ÈAmplitude of the variation in di†erential magnitude (*m) of simulated AGNs, averaged to 1A variation in seeing FWHM as a function of
integrated magnitude of the host galaxy, for (left) elliptical models and (right) disk models. An AGN of V \ 16 mag was considered in all cases. The(V

G
)

coding for the aperture values is the same as for Fig. 8.

fairly large apertures (D6A in radius) for the brightest gal-
axies, like the host of PKS 2316[423. This is illustrated in
Figure 10, which shows di†erential light curves for our
brightest elliptical model and simulated comparison and
control stars, using the actual seeing conditions of the night
of 1997 September 4 and with aperture radii of two pixels
(Fig. 10a) and eight pixels (Fig. 10b). Variability conÐdence
levels for these curves are C\ 31 and C\ 25, respectively.
Note that, for the larger aperture, *m is brighter when
seeing is better, in very good qualitative agreement with our
observations (see Figs. 2, 3, and 7) ; instead, the correlation
is inverted for the two-pixel aperture. This can be explained
as follows : within the small aperture the comparison star is
relatively more a†ected by seeing than the shallower Ñux
distribution of the galaxy plus starlike AGN; on the con-
trary, at the radius of the larger aperture the contribution
from the star alone is small, but there is sufficient light from
the galaxy so that this latter is more noticeably a†ected.
When dealing with ““ real ÏÏ data, observers might Ðnd it con-
venient to complement variability estimators such as formal
conÐdence factors with additional criteria that take into
account particular circumstances determined by the instru-
ment characteristics, observing conditions, and other

factors occurring during the data acquisition/reduction
process.

The fact that Carini et al. (1991) were able to remove all
spurious magnitude variations due to seeing and/or trans-
parency changes displayed by MCG 8-11-11 during their
observations, does not necessary imply that the employed
procedure results efficacious for any kind of objects
observed under a wide variety of seeing conditions. MCG
8-11-11 is classiÐed as a low surface brightness barred spiral
(Malkan, Gorjian, & Tam 1998 whereas most [although
not all] quasar hosts turn out to be bright ellipticals Hut-
chings & Ne† 1992, Bahcall et al. 1997, Boyce et al. 1998) ;
hence MCG 8-11-11 should not be considered as a repre-
sentative example.

Summarizing, various factors contribute to determine the
amount of the spurious variations in microvariability obser-
vations of quasars, like the shape, size, type and surface
brightness proÐle of the host galaxy, and its magnitude rela-
tive to the AGN, as well as the particular conditions of the
observations (seeing FWHM, sampling, etc.). Table 2 gives,
for a V \ 16 mag AGN and various host galaxy magni-
tudes the minimum aperture radius that should be usedV

G
,

to get no more than 0.01 mag of spurious variation in *m

FIG. 10a FIG. 10b

FIG. 10.ÈSimulated di†erential light curves : object minus comparison star top panels) and control minus comparison star bottom(O[C1, (C1[C2,panels), using (a) two-pixel apertures and (b) eight-pixel apertures.(1A.6) (6A.6)
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TABLE 2

MINIMUM APERTURE RADII RECOMMENDED

Rap
V
G

(mag) (pixels) (arcsec)

14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 4.9
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 4.1
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3.3
17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2.5
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1.6

for a 1A change in seeing FWHM, as it results from our
simulations. A full treatment of the problem addressed in
this paper would require more complete simulations,
including the use of non-Gaussian PSFs and exploring the
e†ects of crowded images, etc. Our results should thus be
taken as a general starting point from which observers
should critically evaluate their data according to their own
instrumental setup and observational conditions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown observational evidence that the presence
of a bright host galaxy may introduce spurious variations in
microvariability observations of quasars. Our target, the
BL Lac object PKS 2316[423, which is embedded within a
bright elliptical galaxy, presented a di†erential light curve
identical to that of a nearby galaxy within the same CCD
frame, both closely following the seeing FWHM temporal
Ñuctuations along the observing nights. It is worth noting
that despite di†erential light curves between comparison
and control stars showed no signiÐcant variations, meaning
that all e†ects due to variable extinction and/or transpar-
ency were eliminated by the di†erential photometry tech-
nique, the e†ects of seeing on a bright host were still present.

ArtiÐcial images of AGNs within hosts spanning a broad
range in magnitude were generated with di†erent simulated
seeing conditions. They were used to show that the ampli-
tude of the spurious variations in di†erential magnitude
caused by seeing Ñuctuations is correlated with host magni-
tude, and that it is higher for smaller photometric apertures.
The analysis of our actual and simulated observations, then,
allows us to make the following recommendations to future
observers :

The photometric aperture should be carefully selected
according to the magnitude of the host galaxy relative to
the AGN itself, and the behavior of seeing along the obser-
vations. Very small apertures (with a radius similar to the
PSF FWHM) should be avoided because variations of a few
hundredths of a magnitude are possible, even with not very
large (D1A) seeing Ñuctuations, and for faint hosts. These
small variations, even if not sufficient to mimic a micro-
variability behavior, will at best increase the noise of the
AGN light curve. On the other hand, large apertures will
include a larger light contributions from the host galaxy,
thus diluting any real AGN magnitude variation.

The case of AGNs within bright hosts should be treated
with extreme caution, since small seeing Ñuctuations will
produce large variations in *m for a broad range of aper-
ture radii. The right choice of the aperture, consequently,
should wisely weight all contributing factors in order to
optimize the results.
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